
Internet 2.0 Conference 2024 Edition To
Highlight Legit Tech Fraud Prevention
Strategies

internet2conf

Conference aims to confront the

increasing challenges of technology fraud

and provide participants with legit

strategies for safeguarding business

operations

DUBAI, UAE, June 5, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Scheduled for

December 3–5, 2024, at

InterContinental, Dubai Festival City,

the Internet 2.0 Conference is set to

explore significant technological topics

alongside the critical issues of tech

fraud that are impacting businesses

globally. 

The Internet 2.0 Conference is one of

the anticipated tech events in Dubai,

aiming to shed light on the

technological advancements shaping

our future. The agenda for Dubai 2024

features discussions on diverse topics, including technological evolution, innovation through

tech agnosticism, and the role of technology in urban sustainability. These topics, part of a broad

three-day agenda, align with sessions addressing the complexities of tech fraud, scam offenses,

and spam activities relevant to the tech sphere, showing the proactive steps the tech community

is taking to address these challenges.

Tech fraud significantly affects the business landscape, with scam offenses and fraudulent

practices posing serious risks. In this edition, the conference will not only shed light on this

subject but also on legitimate strategies to combat tech fraud. Experts will discuss the latest

methodologies in securing digital transactions and the roles of compliance and regulatory

frameworks in fraud prevention. These discussions aim to provide attendees with a

comprehensive toolkit to safeguard their businesses against the increasing sophistication of tech

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.internet2conf.com/


scam offenses.

“As technological landscapes evolve, so do the strategies of those intent on committing fraud.

This year’s conference is dedicated to arming our attendees with the most advanced resources

and knowledge to preemptively address these challenges. We are bringing together leading

experts to create an environment of learning and proactive defense against tech fraud,” said

Tarun Wadhera, Manager at Internet 2.0 Conference. 

Apart from these dynamic discussions, the conference will also host curated networking

sessions, recognition opportunities for those pushing the boundaries in tech, and exhibit

opportunities for businesses to showcase new technologies and innovations. 

About Internet 2.0 Conference

The Internet 2.0 Conference is a global event that delves into technological progress and

addresses key challenges within the industry. This event gathers experts, industry leaders, and

innovators globally to share insights, propel innovation, and stimulate solutions that influence

the technological landscape's future. As an integral tech event, it not only explores current trends

but also anticipates future technological shifts, positioning it as an essential assembly for

professionals across the tech sector. For additional details, please visit www.internet2conf.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/717404955

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable
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